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-No further copies 9f MTP 21C will be printed, but existing
copies should be retained for instructional purposes.
CHAPTER I.-INTRODUCTORY

1. Object of pamphlet
This pamphlet is for the use of all arms. It -describes the
various forms of obstacle for the construction or erection of
which units of all arms are responsible.
Reference is also made to the characteristics and limitation~
of other obstacles which are a RE responsibility.

2. Object of obstacles
The object of all obstacles is to assist in the destruction of
of the enemy by : 
(a) delaying him under fire,
(b) disorganizing his plan of attack,
(c ) restricting his power of manceuvre,
(d) forcing him into positions where offensive action can
be most effectively used against him,
(e) imposing on his AFVs a heavy expenditure of ammuni
tion in clearing a way through the obstacle, or of
petrol in making a cross-country diversion.
~

3. Essential characteristics
(a) Obstacles must : 

(i) be covered by fire,
(ii) impose delay, the greatest possible, on the
enemy,
(iii) withstand to the greatest-possible extent enemy
attempts to destroy them,
(iv) be concealed as far as possible, either by siting
or artificially, in order to achieve surprise.
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CHAPTER II.-TANK OBSTACLES

(b) Obstacles must NOT:- ,

(i) obscure the observation or fire of the defence,
(ii) afford cover to the enemy,

(iii) reveal the exact fire positions of the defence.

4. Classification of obstacles
Obstacles are classified as : 
(a) Protective obstacles, designed to prevent penetration by
the enemy into defended localities, posts, or road
blocks
(b) Defensive obstacles, designed to prevent penetration by
the enemy between forward defended localities or into
an outpost position.
(c) Tactical obstacles, designed to break up the enemy's
attack or movement within and round the flanks of a
defended area, or to force his troops into convenient
pockets where they can be destroyed by fire.
From the point of view of the difficulty which the
enemy finds in surmounting obstacles, they may be
classified either as .. deterrent" or .. delaying."
A .. deterrent" obstacle is one which forces the
enemy to adopt an alternative means of approach,
A .. delaying" obstacle will impede the enemy's
progress and expose him to ~he fire of the defenders.
5. Siting and concealment
1. The siting of the main obstacles is described in MTP
No.3, 1943.
2. Gaps or crossing places must be provided in all belts of
obstacles to permit the passage of friendly troops and vehicles
and should be zig-zagged through the obstacle zone. It is
particularly important that the counter-attack plan should
not be hindered by obstacles erected by the defence. Gaps
and crossing places must be carefully concealed from ground
and air view, but properly marked and recorded. Mines and
movable obstacles must be provided on the spot for their
temporary obstruction.
3. Dummy obstacles should be used wherever possible as
an additional measure to mislead and delay the enemy. They
are of particular value in confusing his air reconnaissance.
4. When it is impossible to conceal an obstacle, it may
sometimes be so screened that the enemy is unable to decide
at once what action he must take.

6. General
(a) There are four main types of tank obstacles : 

(i) Ant'i-tank minefields.
(ii) Permanent obstacles, natural or artificial.
(iii) Those used to close gaps in lines of permanent
obstacles.
(iv) Demolit~ons such as road craters, ditches blown by
pipe mines, and bridge demolitions.
All tank obstacles must be covered by fire from
anti-tank weapons and small arms as long as possible.
(b) All the above types may be used in any system of defence,
and, as with any other fofII.1 of defensive work, should be in as
great depth as possible.
(c) To restrict reconnaissance by motor cycle or cars,
lighter obstacles such as steel wire stretched across roads, or
concertina wire, etc., should be sited on the main approaches
to defended localities.
(d) Except in open country AFVs will tend to advance
along roads which they must clear for their supplies and
supporting infantry. A series of road blocks, maay of which
may be dummies, on all probable enemy lines of movement
throughout the depth of a defended zone, will not only cause
delay, but will weaken the enemy by inflicting casualties on
his AFVs and infantry.
(e) The tasks of the defenders of all tank obstacles are : 
(i) to destroy as many AFVs as possible;
(ii) to prevent the enemy's infantry or engi8eers from
destroying or circumventing the obstacles;
(iii) to separate the AFVs from their supporting infantry ;
(iv) to destroy the enemy as unobtrusively as possible in
order that his following AFVs dci not halt or take an
alternative route before reaching the obstacle.
(f) The siting of tank obstacles is dealt with in MTP No.3,
1943, and some principles for tb,e defence of road obstacles
are laid down in MTP No. 42.

7. Factors gover.ning design of tank obstacles
A tank will be stopped by : 
(a) A gap of half the length of the tank plus 1 ft, and a
steep bank, at least 5 ft high, on the home side.
(b) A solid vertical face higher than the top of the tank's
tmck where it passes over the leading sprocket or
idler wheel.
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(c) A slope or obstacle which causes the ground line of the
tank to be tilted up to an angle of 60 degrees with
tbe horizo.n tal. A 45 degrees slope' will suffice if it
has a loose surface or is covered with boulders or
trees, or if the tank cannot get ~ straight run-up.
(d) An obstacle which it can neither surmount nor push
away, or which so " bellies " it that its tracks cannot

DITCH.

4~-VERTICAL FACE.

STU
SLOPE.

grip the ground.
In designing tank obstacles it is useful to know the methods
which the enemy may employ in getting over or destroying
them.

8. Anti-tank mines
Anti-tank mines are the most economical in material and
labour of all types of obstacle. They are the most difficult to
neutralize, provide the best opportunities for surprise, and
have the additional advantage of immobilizing tanks. .
They are used in : 
(a) Protective minefields, laid to prevent penetration by
the enemy into defended localities, . posts· or road
blocks,
"
.
(b) Defensive minefields, laid to prevent penetration be
tween defended localities or into an putpost position.
(c) Tactical minefields, laid to canalize enemy penetration
within a defended area or movement round the flank
.
of such ·an area.
(d) Nuisance or scattered mines, laid in small pockets to
delay the enemy approach to a position.
j

OBSTRUCTION

~
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They must be covered by fire as long as possible to
prevent removal or neutralization.
Anti-personnel mines may be used in conjuriction with anti
tank mines and other oDstacles to make neutralization of the
minefield by the enemy more difficult.
Details of anti-tank mines and their 'uses are given in
MTP40.

W~

9. Natural ·tank obstacles
(a) As the construction of artificial tank obstacles involves
a large expenditure of time, materials, and man-power, the
fullest use must l)e made of natural obstacles. LOng barrier
lines will be sited to coincide as closely as possible with natural
obstacles; isolated blocks will be sited in defiles between

ANTI·TANK MINE.

th~m.
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FIG I.-METHOnS O F STOPPPIG TANKS
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(b) The following tables give some details of natural
obstacles ' 
Type

~

(b)

...

1

Slopes

2

Ditches and
streame.

3

Water

,
Ii

Banks

...
...

Swampe,
bogs,
marehes.

...

6

Trees

7

Tree stumpe

Conditions for effective tank
obet;Mlee to stop 3~·ton tanks

Remarks

(e)

(d)

Under perfect conditione: 60
degrees gradient. Surfaoe wet,
loose, ehrub or tree covered, or
boulder strewn: 4~ deg1ees
gradient. Minimum length of
elope 'D ft, if tank oan approach
atepeed.

For methods of im·
proving, ... Figs. 2
and 3,

At leut 14 ft wide with vertical,
or nearly vertical face at l_t
~ ft high on home side.

If too email, may be
improvedbywiden.
ing and/or _~ing
home lide ban to
vertiOBl height of
11ft.

If perfect entry and finn bottom,
at leut ~o ft wide with minimum
depth of ~ ft for 26 ft.

Conditione oan be reo
laxed for 80ft bot.
tom or bad entry
or exit.

At lealt 6 ft high. vertical or
nearly BO.

May be improved by
=rcing to vertical
and or deepening.

No preoiae specifioation poeeible,
but ,a swamp in whioh a man
would -sink 2 ft 6 ina is uaually
effective.

All large trees should be left standing, but small trees and
shrubs may be removed as necessary to obtain the reauired 
width and depth. If the home bank has plenty of trees, a
barricade may be made of tree trunks placed between existing
trees and backed by an earth bank.
As it may remove an otherwise effective obstacle in a
nearby area, or flood out defensive positions, damming to
raise the water . level requires careful control and liaison
between neighbouring formations. Accurate information
should always be obtained from local sources before flooding
is carried out.
Inundations will normally be carried out on the orders of
the higher command only. As it will render an area
impassable for long periods to any but the lightest traffic,
flooding is advisable only when a strategic withdrawal followed
by a static defence is intended. In addition, reinstatement
of the normal drainage and water control system may be a
very difficult task in the subsequent advance.

iv. Im/Wovement of bank slopes.

SPOIL

LEVEL

Singly, 24 ina diameter. In depth,
min ~ rowa, 12 ins diameter,
~ ft to 7 ft apart.
Five staggered rowa, min 18 ins
diameter, 2 ft to 2 ft 6 ina high,
5 ft to 7 ft apart, to oatch tank
under belly and lift tracks off
ground.

Not 80 effective as
growing treeB.

FlG

(c) Water obstacles
The conditions specified do not apply to amphibian tanks
unless the conditions for dry ditches apply.
Water obstacles may be improved by : 
(i) Scarping and revetting the home side to a height of at
least 5 ft from bed level;
(ti) Dredging;
(iii) Damming to raise the water level.
the first being the most effective.
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high
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Will stop tanks up to
31i tona unlen they
are able to charge

Will stop tanka up to
35 tona

Will disable tracka
Will inllict major
damage on tanks

tween comera

a

Will stop tanks up to
35 tons. 4-ft cubes
effective up to 21i-ton
tanka
Reinforced con·
3 f.t aq1,l&re o. n .baseS, 3 ft high,/ Will atop tanka up to
Ol'eie .. pimples" .
let into · ground 1 ft. At
21i tona
'7 ft 6 ina centres in Ii stag.
gered rows 7 ft 6 ins apart

types. (See Figs 4, Ii and 6)

,

V, one·Way anel two·way

Set MTP 40, Part I , 1943
lIole in road or surface of
defile filled with No 71i
grenades

(d)

(e)

Effectivenellll

agatll8t tank.

Tank ditches

PERMANENT
OBSTACLI'l8 :

Tank burster

I· ANTI·TANK MINES:
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All arms
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Number of grenades to
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10. A rtificial tank obstacles
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ROAD CBATERS
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Will stop 211-ton tanks

90 Ib rails or 8 ins by 6 ins
RSJs. II rows projecting
3 ft to 3 ft 6 ins. Dietance
between row. Ii ft, between
rails 4 ft

At least 20 ft wide and 7 ft
deep - - - - - - - - - - - -

Series of A tk mines or 7II
grenades drawn acroll(l road
in front of advancing tank

At height 3 ft 9 ins

4 ins circumference stretched
acrose road at height 4 ft
6 ins

As in Fig 16

8.. Fig. Iii

Loaded with stones, etc.
Wheels removed or damaged. anchored

- ---

. RespoMibility
for
construetion
(f)

Remarks
(e)

I

&rIDS

All arms

All

CoJllltruetion
by RE.
Ereetion by
other arDIS

do.

SOWD

with anti-pel'1lODn"l

RE

All arms

All arms

EaeiUvered by fire or RE
p
away by eucces
sive charges by tanks

A series .,f these blocks All arms
will 810w down tanks
and reduce their per
formance

Liable to be scattered by
charging . tanka unles8
firmly anchored

RSJ. more easily bent by
tank than rails

RaJs more eaaily bent by
tank than rails

CoJllltruetion
by RE.
Ereetion by
otbere.r1D8

Used for closing deto'Ul"II or RE
gaps where a more mas
sive obstacle would in
terfere with field of ~re

- - -----

Will stop SII-ton tanks

Will break tracks _

Will stop a motor cyclist
if he does not see it
in time

Will atop a 25-ton tank
if suitably anchored

Will not stop tanks but
will stop wheeled
vehicles

Will stop 21i·ton tanks if
constructed of 24·ins
diam trees. For 35
ton tanka. tree. must
be 36-ins diam

Will 8top 25-ton tanks,
if effectively con ..
strueted

Spaced 4 ft centres, in 4 rows, Will stop 21i-ton tanks
and imt:: greater
with 4 ft between peaks
delay on
vier tanks
when vertical arms are opthan vertical rails
posed and 8 ft to 9 ft when
sloping arm faces sloping
arm. Height 2 ft 3 ina to
3 ft 6 in.

Will atop 211-ton tanks

Will stop tanks up to
211 tons

(d)

Eftectivenelll
against tanks

2 ft dfam. 2 ft 6 ins and 3 ft
high, in groups of three,
consisting of one l&rf: and
two amaH cvlinders 9 t 6 ins
between centres of groups

8 .. Fig 9

(e)

Delleriptior

To be effective, all the above ol>8tacles MUST be covered by fire and, if :oecell8&ry, booby trapped or
mines where they provide cover to enemy reece patrols or attacking infantry.

NECItLACH OB
SLEDS

Wire stretched
taut acro8s road

15

16

Steel wire rope

;

SUBSIDIARY
OBSTACLES:
Concertina
barbed wire

Tree barriers

IMl'ROVISED RO.A.D
BLOCKS:
Farms carts,
cars, etc

Bent rails or
RSJ.

RSJ.

Vertical rails C1r

MOV.A.BLE RO.A.D
BLOCl[s:
Reinforeed concrete cylinders

Reinforeed eonorete u ooftine "

(b)

14

13

12

II

10

9

8

7

(1:1)

Type

10. Artificial lank obstacles-contd.
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11. Permanent artificial

ob$~le$

(c) "Two-way" tank ditch

1. ObJecta

.2'·0'

(a) To fill the gaps in a natural obstacle line.

~///?//7//?&"~'
J0

{b) To produce continuous lines of obstacles.
(c) To close immediate detours around blocks.

Tank ditches are dug in .straight lengths of about 400 to
600 yards on a zig-zag trace so that enfilade fire can be directed
along them.
They are usually dug by the use of excavating machinery.
but some hand labQur is required to finish off the work.
Vertical faces must be revetted as soon as possible after they
have been dug (See Appendix II).
(a) Y tank ditch
.2'·0'
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2. Tank ditches
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F.ce is rtveUed

'. •

Requires more material and is slow to construct.
Used when an obstacle, tank-proof in both directions, is
required in ground too soft for a V ditch.
3. Reinforced concrete .o bstacles
The construction of reinforced concrete obstacles is a RE
responsibility.
.
All concrete obstacles are vulnerable to gUhfire, but a large
quantity of ammunition is required to blast a way through,
and while a tank is firing at the obstacle, it is itself a stationary
target.
.
The standard types of reinforced concrete obstacle are cubes.
., pimples" and" coffins ",
(a) Cubes

lJllijJJJnl

2'0'
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TANK DITCH

L __

.J_~_J

I~Ou

A " two-way" obstacle.
Not so effective as a ditch with a vertical face, but does not
need revetting.
Suitable only for soil which will stand at a slope of lIt.

ELEVATION

~

(b) " One-way .. tank ditch
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ONE-WAY" TANK DITCH

Tank proof in one direction only, and a tank can back out.
Used where V ditch is impracticable owing to nature of soil
(i.e., will not stand at slope of 1 /1).

PLAN

t

Direction or
EnemJ Advance

FIG 7.-RmNFoRCED CONCRETE CUBES
3-18212
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(b) Pimples

Base 3'0" s9tJore
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FIG S.-REINFORCED CONCRETE "PIMPLE"

:::

Layout: Spaced at 7 ft 6 ins centres in five stagg~red rows
7 ft 6 ins apart.
Not a very effective obstacle because of vulnerability.
Its use should be confined to closing detours or gaps where a
more massive obstacle would interfere with the field of fire.

1

PLAN

(e) Coffins
Layout: Approximatcly 7 ft apart in three rows at 9 ft
centres, each" coffin" being slewed slightly relative to the
adjacent ones. Those in the first row all have their low peaks
facing the front while the positions of the high and low peaks
alternate in the second and third rows.
" Coffins" are rather more effective than "pirnples"
and have greater resistance to gunfire, but they are more
difficult and slower to construct.

tz
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~
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4. Tubular scaffoldinl1
This type of obstacle can be rapidly erected but is ex pensive
in steel.
It must be so sited that the speed of an attacking tank is
checked by a natural or artificial obstacle. On beaches it is
sited just above high water level so that the tank is moving
. over soft sand or shingle. Inland, suitable natural sites are
on slopes greater than 30 degrees, or close behind scrub or

j
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woodland. Where no natural obstacle exists, a shallow ditch
should be dug as shown.

(d) Anti-tank mines are particularly useful for hasty road
blocking. They do little damage to the road surface and can
be lifted quickly when the road .has to be re-opened. Some
special methods .of using them for this purpose are given in
para. 7 below.
(e) Usc of explosives

Cratering and the blowing of ditches by explosives are
referred to in Sec. 14.
(f) Screens and dummies are of great importance in con
nection with road blocks. See Sec 13.

FIG

10.-" ZI "

TYPE TUBULAR SCAFFOLDING OBSTACLE

1'he erection of this obstacle is a RE responsibility and an
RE adviser should be present while siting.
12. Road blocks

I. Factors governing the design of road blocks
(a) the phase in the commander's plan in which the road
is to be closed to traffic;
(b) the time available for preparatioll ;
(c) whether the road may have to be hastily re-opened for
counter-attack.

3. Siting
(a) Road blocks must be located in defiles, where deviation is
.
impossible or difficult.
(b) They must be sited to achieve surprise, e.g" just after a
bend in the road.
(c) They must be kept under constant observation and
fire.
4. Movable road blocks
(a) Concrete cylinders

~

9'-6"

~

9'-6'"

't

r01

~
j

C!!/mders 2ft Dwm
One c!Jltnder In each
c/ump Whe Y-o"hrgh
T;vo c:;irnders In each

2. Types of road block
(a) Permanent blocks .
\Vhen the road is not required for use by our owu troops
it may be closed by one of the types of permanent obstacle
described in the previous section.
(b) J10vable blocks

More usually, roads have to kept open as long as possible,
and movable obstacles, capable of rapid erection, must be
provided. Examples of these are: concrete cylinders,
vertical or bent 5teel rails, or RSJs. These, however, require
considerable time for initial preparation.
Permanent obstacles such as concrete cubes or barricades
will usually have to be erected on the grass verge or footpath.
(c) Improi:ised blocks
When there is little time for preparation, lull use must be
made of local materi;:tls to improvise blocks.

C8

clump fo be 2~6'hjh

C(?
FIG

1 I.-LAYOUT 01' CONCRETE CYLINDERS
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Size: diameter 2 ft, height 2 ft 6 ins and 3 ft.
Weight: approximately 10 to 12 cwt.
Layout: at least three rows as shown above, preferably
four rows.
•
The construction of the cylinders is a RE responsibility,
but other arms will be required to place them. in position.
Erection: Each cylinder requires four men to handle it.
The 27 cylinders, required for a 30 ft gap can be placed in
position in 20 minutes by a team of 8 men.
Cylinders should be used on hard surfaces only, as a tank
may push them into soft ground to such a depth that it can
cross them. Bricks, stones, or other non-rolling pbjects
should be scattered over the road surface to prevent the
cylinders from rolling away if knocked over by a charging
tank.
Concrete buoys are obsolete, but existing stocks may be
used to impede the run-up to other types of obgtac1e, particu
larly on rough surfaces such as gravel roads.
(b) Vertical rails.

The rails are socketed in concrete bases 5 ft 6 ins deep and
2 ft square, lined with timber of minimum thickness 1 in.
The limgth of rail socketed is 4 ft 6 ins.
Erection: Each rail is a two-man load. The 38 rails
closing a 30-ft gap can be erected in 35 minutes by a team of
6 men.
The prepaxation of the rails and sockets is a HE responsi
bility but other arms will be required to place the rails in
positions. This rule also applies to the other rail and RS]
obstacles described below.
(c) Bent rails.
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90-lb rails should be used, erected with the flanges
facing the enemy's line of approach. The height of the rails
above ground varies between 2 ft 3 ins and 3 rt 6 ins, ~o
adjacent rails :.;llOUId be the same height,

PLAN
FIG 13.-LA YOUT OF BENT RAIL OBSTA':LE

Made of 90-lb rails, The concrete sockets are timber lined
as for vertical rails.
This obstacle is designed to provide a sloping arm leading
up to the peak of a vertical member which will force the tank
to climb 11p and helly on the peak
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Each rail is a four-man load. The 30 rails closing a 30-ft
gap can be erected in 45 minu1!es by a team of 8 men.

Fig 14 shows a suitable arrangement for use where the
roadway has to be kept open. The gap can be closed by
moving the lorries into the space shown dotted, removing
their wheels, and anchoring them .. The enemy can quickly
deal with farm road blocks bv incendiary bullets, and
such blocks are, therefore, of teillporary use only, c.g., for
ambushes.

(d) RSJ bloclls

When 90-lb rails are unobtainable, rolled steel joists of
minimum section 8 ins by f.ins may be used. The layout,
spacing, and bases are similar to those given for 90-ft rails.
As RSJs are less brittle than rails there is no need to include
timber linings in the sockets. RSJs are bent more easily
than rails by charging tanks.
NOTE.-The run-up to all rail and RSJ obstacles should be
impeded by screens, cylinders, buoys, tree trunks, etc.,
placed in front.

(b) Tree barriers
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5. Improvised road blocks
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(a) Farm carts, etc.

Road blocks may be improvised from farm carts, motor
cars, lorries, etc, loaded with stones, concrete, or other heavy
material. \Vhen placed in position their wheels must be
damaged or removed. It is essential for them to be firmly
anchored, otherwise they may be scattered by charging tanks.
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" Bushy top" trees with heavy branches and thick foliage
should be selected if possible, because the l)l';:lnches reduce t he
tank's momentum, and the foliage acts as a screen.
The trees should be felled to lie on top of one aum her across
tlle road with their branches pointing t owa rds t he enemy 's
approach.
The trees should be felled so that the trunks will remain
attached to the stump. To effect this result, no cut should
be made on the side of the tree toward which it is to faIL
The tree must be strained to fall in the required direction
and the butt then cut two-thirds through from the opposite
side, the cut being 2 it above the road.
The trunks sh ould be firml y dogged and wired together.
As it t akes some time to prepare, this type of road block
'~an be used only o n roads that are to be blocked permanently.
All im prov ised road blocks should be improved by the use
of a nti ,ta n k a nd a nti-personnel mines and barbed wire.

"
6 . Subsidiary road blocks

FIG l4 .--LORRY AN )) BARRICADE BLOCK

(a.) .F /p i n wires stretched across a road at a height of 3 ft 9 ins
\\'jllUI1 SC :lt

and somctimes decapitate motor cyclists.

Fencing,
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telegraph, or telephone wires may be used, stretched tight and
attached firmly to trees, telegraph poles, walls, or fences.
The wires should make an angle of between 45 and 90 degrees
with the line of the road.

Mine neoillace

(a.)

Wire

~~fh'i?~
SOflr/btlg
~11~n t

(b) Steel wire ropes of 4 ins circumference stretched across a
road will stop a tank if suitably anchored. As, however,
they may be severed by machine gun fire or loosened by
two or three repeated charges by the tank, they do not form an
effective tank obstacle.

~-l1@=n-fC¥--W-]
FIG l7.-ANTl·TANK MINE NECKLACE

(c) Barbed wire concertinas

A necklace is made by sewing or wiring together sandbags,
each containing a mine, in such a way as to form a. continuous
chain. The necklace is folded up and concealed at one side
of the road, with its lower end fastened to the ground. To
the upper end is fixed a strong wire, which is passed across
the road to a man who can draw the mines across the road
when requ.i red.
No. 75 grenades connected at 2 ft intervals by string can be
used instead. The grenades should be wired together so that
they lie with their long sid.e at right angles to the direction of
pulling wires. Two strings of grenades should be used for
each block. In an emergency No. 75 grenades may be thrown
on to the road surface as a hostile vehicle approaches.
(f;)

FIG IO.-CONCERTINA ROAD BLOCK

Will stop wheeled vehicles. A series of these blocks in
close succession will probably stop the leading tank, but this
will have cleared the way for other tanks. The ends of
adjacent coils must be wired together, and the obstacle lightly
anchored at the sides of the road.

Mine sled

r/t!lm~worN of ~rjc/'

~I

1

I~I /"I~i«~"I~

<-., Hoo;::, //on, Wti-lP, eN- '~t batten", vna'crM.lh.

FJG IH.-ANTI-TANK MINE SLED

.\ sled is a rough framework 'of wood made ' to hold mines.
7.. Necklaces and sleds
These are devices for drawing a row 'or rows of anti-tank
mines across a road in the path of advancing enemy vehicles.
By their use the road can ' be kept open to friendly traffic,
yet is capable of being closed in a few seconds.
They are particularly useful for protecting the flanks of a
rapid advance and for checking enemy mechanized raidin~
columns.

It is concealed at the side of the road in such a way that it

can be pusJied or drawn by a wire into position when required.
Alternatively, it may be laid parallel to the roadway at one
side arid one end anchored down. A wire is fixed to the other
end and passed across the road to a man, who can swing the
sled across the road when required.
No. 75 grenades' may be used in a similar manner by wiring
them on to a piank so that their long sides are at right angles
t() the sides of tht' plan ks.
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destroying him ; if he goes ahead he runs the risk of running
into mines or of being held on an obstacle under fire .

(c ) LaYJut of mine necklace road block
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2, Sitin~.-Screens should be sited not more than 10 it
from the obstacles which they are concealing. If a tank
charges through a screen at this distance, it will be on top
of the obstacle before it can halt, and it will not be in a position
to fire at the nearest part of it.
Screens must not obscure the field of fire of the defenders.
3. Construction.--A form of screen, suitable for concealing
a road. block, consists of two strips of canvas, garnished
netting or blankets, the lower part suspended from wires about
4 ft from the ground, and the upper at a height of 7 or 8 ft.
The top half should overlap the bottom half by 6 to 12 ins.
When charging, a tank's tracks will tear away the lower half,
but the upper part will envelop and blind the observation slits.
The wires should be fastened to supports in positions where
the tank cannot readily fire at them.
'Further details of scr~ens are given in lVlTP 46, Part 6,
1941.

SLED IWAD BLOCK

To ensure that any enemy vehicle approaching the block
is recognized in time, some form of obstruction, e.g., farm
carts or felled trees, should be made ill order that vehicles
have to slow down to steer throu gh (l ' very sharp S-bend.
There should be at least three ll ecld<lC(~s or sleds on eithcr side
of this obstruction, and th ere llill-;t ah'-ays be a mall stationed
at each of them -al1u ,at the obstruction. The ohstruction
should be in a dcli1c anc! round a COTner, and if po s ~ible ill view
of all the ambush part\' , It must he coyel'ed hy fire,
13. Screen s al/d dill'mule ,
1. General.-- \Vbere possible, ta 11 k obstacles, particularly
roa? blocks, ShOl;ld be concealed by screells in order to : 
(a) conceal the true nat ure of t he obstacle;
(b) pre'/ent the tank 's (Jre being directed at the most
vulnerable part;
.
(e) confuse the tank's crew and hw:cr their morale,

Screens ,;hou It! also be erected in fro;lt of dummv obstacles

ar: d at ~i t·cs \\;hcre no (lh ~; taclc' e_'~:s ts , callsir,g dela\' 0.11d

expe nditure of valaable amlJlllnition. The enemy will titus
never 1m!)\\' with anv certaintv what fonn of obstacle or dt':it'nce
"pposes hilll, or whether am; real obstacle ('x ists, If he stop,
t,) inY('sti !~at(', the defence "'ill he ~jl'l'; l :111 "pportllllitv (If

4. Dummy obstacles should be used extensively to con
fuse and delay tank formations and cause them to waste
ammunition, '
Dummies must be carefully made in order to present a
realistic appearance. They may be 'made of plaster, wood,
or asbestos sheeting. Canvas, stretched on frames and
covered with cement wash, bellies in the wind and does not
produce an effective .. concrete" appearance except from a
distance. Wooden dummies may be used ,to reptesent steel
obstacles. .
Anti-tank mines and anti-personnel mines should be exten
sively interspersed between dummy obstacles.

14. Obstacles made by explosives

(These are a RE responsibility)
1. Pipe mines.-Pipes of 2i-ins internal diameter arc
p~shed under the ground by meallS of hydrauli~ jacks. The
pipes arc then charged \\'ithexplosives and, when detonated, a
ditch b blown. The size of the. ditch, which has the general
appearance of a \- -ditch, yaries according to the quantity of
explosh'c used and the lay-out of the pipes.
•
The elfectiveness of thj,; obstacle depends upon the creation
0\ a deep uitch and upon the loosening of the soil when

2(j

the ditch is blown.
A tank \vhich attealpts to cross the
obstacle, will churn up the loose soil with its tracks and belly in
the centre of the ditch. The value of the ditch .as an obstacle
is therefore greatly reduced if it is blo\vn too early, .and time
is allowed for the soil to consolidate.
This method is useful for fanning road blocks. It has the
advantages that the road can be kept open till the last possible
moment, and that the preparations are easily concealed, thus
allowing for surprise.

2. Road craters.--As time is required for their effectIve
repair, craters, or series of overlapping craters, cause con
siderable delay. They should be sited where deviation is
difficult and where material for filling them is not readily
obtainable. Craters are more difl1cult to repair if so :>ited that
they 1ill with water.
To form a tank obstacle, craters should be 20 to 25 ft
diameter. 1'\\"0 craters, or lines of craters, should be formed
at about 80 ft between. them along the leng ':h of the road.

CHAPT E R

llI.-I~FANTRY

OBS'LKLES
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16. Types of infantry obstacle
Use and remarks

Obstacle
Natural ...
Cattle fences
Trip wires

Low wire entanglement
Triple conCfrtina fenCe}
Double apron fence
High wire fence
Knife-rests
Anti-personnel mines and
booby traps ...

UsuallY requires strengthening by
artificial means.
In districts where wire fences are
used by farmers.
For hasty protection; in con
. junction with Qooby traps and
warning devices.
\\1hen concealment is essential.
For rapid erection.
A very effective obstacle but re
quires considerable time and
material. Difficult to conceal.
Portable obstacle~ for blocking
roads and gaps.
Used in conjunction with other
obstacles. RE responsible for
laying.

15. Siti'/lg of infantry obstacles
When siting infantry obstacles : 

(a) Full use r: 1 ust be made of natural obstacles, strength
ened where n ece~s ary . .
(b) To ensure concealment, artificial ohstacles must be

sited to conform with the natural features of the
ground. Strict track discipline must be enforced
during the erection of the obstacle.
(c) Obstacles must be under fire from the defcllders.
(d) Pwtective obstacles must. be far enough from defended

posts to prevent the. enemv throwing grenades
into the posts fr'om the far side of the obstacle,
but ·NOT so far away that they can be destroyed or
crossed during darkness or under cover · of sll1oke,
unknown to the defenders. A ctistance of 40 yards i;;
the nonnal minimum.
.
(e) The position of the defenders must not be indicated

•

by the layout of the oustacles. Dummy · fences
should be erected to mislead the enemy.

17. Barbed wire obstacles
1. Strengthening of natural obstacl~s
D eep r iver$, canals, b ogs, and cliffs forn1 etft;jctive delaying
obstacles to infantry. Ti1ick hedgerows, fences, and woods,
which are only partial obstacles, can be improved by lacing
with barbed wire, by the add ition of an apron similar to that
used in standard wire fences on one or both sides, or by
entangling with loose wire.

2. Cattle fences
In districts ,yhere wire fences are used bv fanners, olJstacles
ill ~he form of "cattle fences" will h~nnonize with the
landscape . . Their design should follow as closely as possible
the local custom, usually wooden pickets driven into the
ground at about 2 yds interval with four horizontal straJlds
of barbed wire fixed to ..them. They should be sited along
footpatbs and edges of fields or crops, wbere thev will Ilollook
out of place.
.
3. Trip wires
fmmediatel y a defensive positi'll1 i:; llccllpied~and befure an
attempt is m ade to erect protective wire, trip-\\'ires should be
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placed just outside bombing range, that is, 30-40 yarJs
away. They should stretch about 9 ins above the ground and
he fastened to pickets at not more than 5 yards interval. They
should be concealed either in long grass and crops, or 011 a
natural line, such as the side of a track or the edge of a fread.

4. Low wire

entan~lement

~~~
~;::O"

__

Stores for 100 yds :
18 concertinas,
52 long pickets.
4 (130-yd) coils barbed wire.
For details of erection see Appendix IV, 2.
(b) Double apron fence.

FIG 2 2 .-DoUBLE APRON FENCE
FIG

20.- V :nv

WIRE ENTANGLEMENT

Used where concealment is essential. At least 5 rows of
pickets at 3 yds spacing; height of wire varied between
9 ins and 2 ft 6 ins.
Stores for 100 yds ;
170 pickets.
13 (130-yd) coils barbed wire.

Stores for 100 yds :
40 long pickets.
82 short pickets,
13 (130-yd) coils barbed wire.
For details of erection see Appendix IV, 3.
(c) High wire fence.

5. Standard barbed wire obstacles :
(a.) Triple co:zcertina fence.

FIG :ll. -

TRIPLE CO:<i C ERTINA FENCE

(See Figs 33, 34, and 35 in Appendix IV, 4.)
Stores required for 100 yds:
32 concertinas.
19 (130-yd) coils barbed wire.
80 long pickets (NOT screw).
84 short pickets.
100 staples.
For details of erection sle Appendix IV.

. This obstacle should be erected in depth. It is unsuitable
for conditions of mobile warfare. Every eHort should be made
to conceal it by careful siting, because it is very conspicuous
and its erection requires more time and materials than the
types previously described.
4-18212
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8. Miscellaneous notes

6. Knife rests
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A useful portable obstacle for blocking roads or gaps in
wire fences.
Angle-iron pickets, forestry pickets, or squared timber may
be used.
The cross members should be firmly lashed to the hori
zontal member with plain wire, and their ends tied back to it
with plain wire as shown.
About I ft 6 ins shoald. project at the ends for carrying:
When placed in position, knife rests must be securely fixed.
Stores for one knife rest 10 ft long ; 
4S-ft pickets.
1 13-ft pole.
20 yds plain wire.
I (130-yd) coil barbed wire.

7. Obstacles for defended buildlnl1s
Defended buildings should have an all-round protective
obstacle outside bombing range, full use being made of any
existing natural obstacles. Another obstacle must be pro
vided close to the house.. This should 00 thickened at the
comers of the building to prevent enemy troops from using
the comers as cover and to force them into the defenders '
.
field of fire.
Every effort must be made to conceal these obstacles in
order not to give away the fact that the llOuse is defended.
Barbed wire concertinas are most suitable for obstacles
around buildings. They must be fixed either to the house or
to the ground, using pickets ·where required

(a) Trai1ting.-Before being instructed in the construction
drill. men must learn the use of screw pickets how to fasten
the wires to the pickets, and how to handle barbed wire
with confidence (see Appendix IV). .
Appendix V gives instructions for the closing and fastening
of concertinas after use for training.
(b) pickets. -If available, forestry or angle-iron pickets
should be used in the construction of barbed wire fences,
.as they afford a much stronger obstacle than screw pickets.
Screw pickets must be used, however, when wiring has to be
carried out in great haste or silently because of proximity of
the enemy.
.
(c) Loose wire.-All infantry obstacles can be made more
effective by the addition of loose barbed wire thrown into the
fence or between the roWS of fences.
The task of throwing loose wire into an entanglement is
mwe easier by coiling it in a spiral form beforehc:nd.
(d) Gaps.--Suitable places must be chosen where gaps
c:ln be left for counter-attacking troops.
Gaps must be
caref ully concealed from the enemy's ground and air view.
They must be adequately marked from the defenders' side.
i'vlaterials for closing the gaps rapidly must be kept readily
available.
(:) TVarn'ings.-Improvised ,Yarning devices, e.g., tin cans
mlcd. with stones, should be provided to gjve warning of
enetC)' approach.

18. EXPLOSIVE TRAPS AND ANTI_PERSONNEL
MINES
(Sec MTP 30, .Part IV, 1941).
Explosive traps and anh·personne1 mines should be used
whenever available, either as booby traps or in conjunction
wltn wire fences. In addition to causing casualties, they are
useful in giving warning of enemy approach.
The RE are re3ponsible for tbe laying and setting of these
annes and traps. An accurate record of their exact location
must be forwarded to formation headquarters and to units
concerned.
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APPENDIX II

REVETMENT OF TANK DITCHES

I. Materials
(a) Brushwood may be used loose or in hurdle fonn for the
revetting material. It is also used for interlacing the tops
uf the revetment pickets. The leaves must be removed from
the brushwood before it is placed in position.
(b) Fencing. Chestnut fencing is effective even in fairly bad
ground, but requires to be used double.
(e) Corrugated galvanized iron (CG!) sheets are the most
~atisfactory. form of material in really bad ground.
(d) Expallded metal (XPM) sheets are nearly as good as
CGI sheets.
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The anchorage pickets should be driven 3 ft into the ground.
They should not be in a straight line, as this tends to form a
line of cleavage in the ground, but staggered, alternate pickets
.being about 2 ft to 3 ft behind the general line. . They must
not be nearer to the revetted ~ace than twice its depth in
ordinary ground. In bad ground this distance should be
increased. In very bad ground it may be necessary to use a
pair of anchorage pickets for each revetment picket, the two
anchorage pickets being driven one behind the other in line
with the pull and about 6 ft apart. Each pair of anchorage
pickets is joined 'with 4 to 6 strands of wire which should be
windlassed.

---------..... - - ..
Spo/!
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NOTE.-Reinforced concrete pallels should NOT be used,
as when broken they assist a tank to climb up the face
of the ditch.
(e) Revetment pickets must be strong timber, preferably 6 ins
to 8 ins in diameter. They are required 5 ft longer than the
depth of the face to be revet ted in ordinary ground and an
extra foot should be allowed in soft ground.
(f) A l1chorage pickets should be about 4 ins ill diameter and
.. It long.
In ordinary ground one anchorage picket is required for each
re\'etment picket, in bad ground twice as many.
(g) Wire used for tying back revetment pickets nl<W
be from 8 to 14 gauge, 4 to 8 strands being used according to.
the thickness of the wire.
, Barbed wire is not very satisfadory, but may be used if
there is no plain wire. Four strands of barbed wire are
required.

2. Method of revetment
The face of the di~ch must be revetted as soon a~ po,soible
after it has been dug, particularly in soft ground or in wet
situations (Fig 24).
The revetting material is held tight against. the earth fa-ce
by pickets and any voids behind it should be filled in and
rammed during the progress of the work.
The revetting pickets must he driven 3 ft into the ground
and tied back by wire to the anchorage pickets.. They
should be placed not more than 3 ft apart in ordinary ground.
In bad ground they should be 2 It apart.
The strands of wire between the revetment pickets and
anchorage piclt~ts must be windlassed with a short stick to
increase the pressure on the revetting material.
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REVETMENT

The wires must be in a straight line between the revetment
pickets and the anchorage pickets, and must be as near ground
le\" el as possible. .
.
If the ditch haS already been dug and some' of the spoil
depos ited on the home side of it, chan neb must be dug through
the spoil so that the anchorage pickets and wires can be put
in positioll.
To ohviate the .necessit\' for this extra digging the anchorage
pickets may be dri\"CIl l;cfore the eXCiI \'ation of the ditch is
begun, <lnd' the re'lilired number (If tllrn s of wire taken toa
small picket driven temporarily on the line d the face of the
dItch. ·fhi .; small picket "'ill he dislodged \\'\]en the ditch is
du g, but will keep thc turns of the " 'ire ill approximately the
nght place \\"hilst the spoil i~ being de posited on tnp of them.
After the re\'etting pic!,cts ha\"e been dri\'en the loops of
t he wires arc passed o:vel' them, and the wires 'Ire drawn as
tJ ght as possibl e and th e ene! m a d e fa s t behind tl1e revetting
picket.
If excavatin i; machinerv is being used to dig the ditch, the
revetting pickets maV coil\'eniellth' be driven into the ground
,,·ith th e hu c krt of tl.·t' (>xc;l\"atnr. .
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APPENDIX III

any firm fastening will do, provided that each' wire in the fence
is secured at least once in every bay, the 10110wing are standard
methods which will be taught in training.
The fastenings described can be made whether the pickets
are put in correctly or not. In order that men may not be
upset in practice by pickets incorrectly put in, they should,
during the latter stages of training, be taught to fix the wires
to pickets in any position, the turns being made when necessary
witH the standing part of the wire instead of with the running
end.

GENERAL NOTES ON PICKETS AND WIRE
FASTENINGS
1. Pickets
There are three types of pickets, screw, angle-iron, and
forestry pickets. Screw · pickets ;ue used w,hen work must
proceed in proximity to the enemy, as they can be erected
without noise. In other circumstances, angle-iron or forestry
pickets should be used.

2. Erectin~ screw pickets
(a) Laying out pickets.-Pickets are always laid out with
their screw points facing towards the enemy and at the
exact place on the ground where they are to be put in.
(b) Screwing in pickets.-The windlassing stick used for
screwing in the pickets should be placed in the bottom eye.
This reduces the risk of distorting the picket.
Both long and short pickets should be screwed in so that
the eyes arc parallel to the length of the entanglement, and
so that the cut end of the loop forming the top eye points
towards the start of the task. If the picket ends in a straight
point, it must be imagined that the point is bent over in con
tinuation of the twist.
Short screw pickets must be so put i.n that the pull of the
fence comes in the direction of their length, i.e. they must lean
towards the fence not away from it, thus :- 
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(b) To fix the wire to an anchorage picket.-Seize the running
end of the wire and slip the wire into the eye. Continue
the upward motion of the running end in a circle bringing the
wire down between the top of the eye and the cut end. The wire
is now threaded through the eye. .Then, winding in the same
direction, take a turn round the picket below the eye;

ANCHOH PICK: ·: T S

wires to screw pickets
(a ) Genrral. - -\Vires should be just taut enough to prevent
them from being easily pressed down by a trench board or
sif!lilar article thrown across the top of a fence . If wires are
strained too tant they are more easily cut hysplintcrs. Although

~I'<I.

SIo<}e.

ToIM a turn will> I/le ronnin9 1M tvtitInd

I/le picket be/ow Ihe el{e, iJlol'lrin9
c/ocKwire ,

FIG 26.- - METHOD OF FIXING WIRE TO PICKETS TOP EYE
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(c) To fix wires in top eye of a long picket. (Double apron
fence.)
(i) The front diagonal is pulled upwards into the eye, the
wire having, if necessary, been first passed over
the picket. The running end (that nearest to the
coil) is then passed over the point of the picket and
brought down again. The wire will then be found
to be threaded through the eye. Then, winding in
the same direction, take a turn round the picket
below the eye.
Iii) The top horizontal fence wire is laid in the top eye. A
bight is then form ed in the running end and is
twisted round the front diagonal wire close to the
picket.
(iii) The rear diagonal. A bight is formed in the wire and
is passed over the top fence wire and down between
the two front diagonal wires. It is then brou ght to
the side of the picket away from the start of the task
below the top fence wire and twisted round the latter.

(e ) Erectinf{ forestry 01' angle-iron pickets.
Angle-iron
pickets are laid out with their points directed towards the
cnemv and in the exact place where they are to be driven.
They'should be driven in with a 7-lb sledge until firm; two
mell arc necessary, one to hold the picket, the other to use the
sledge.
.
.
Angle-iron pickets should be driven with the apex or point
of the V facing the home side of the fence.
Forestry pickets should likewise be driven until firm, using a
maul instead of a sledge.
Short o.r anchorage pickets must be driven in at right angles
to th e direction of the pull.
(f) Fixing wires to furestry or angle-iron pickets. The
methods of fastening wire to forestry pickets are shown in
Fig 28. The same fastenings are used with angle iron pickets,
though care must he taken to ensure that the wire engages
in thc notches cut in the angle iron.
'
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FIG 27-METHOD OF FIXI!\G \VIRE TO PICKETS OTHER EYES

(d) To fix wire in a lower eye. Pull the wire taut from the
direction of the previous' picket. Slip the \-{ire up or down
into the eye from the nearside of the picket. Pass the hand
which is towards the beginning of the task bGhind the picket,
" above" the standing part.if the wire was ~.lippecl "up ,.
into the eye, or " below.·' the standing part if the wire was
slipped" down" into the eye, seize the running encl, and pull
it in a loop round the picket. Twist this loop round the run
. ning end of the wire, i.e., in the direction in which the work is
progres ~ ing.
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APPENDIX IV

DRILL FOR STANDARD BARBED WIRE OBSTACLES

1. General notes
The follo\Vin~ notes apply.to all types of standard barbed
wIre obstacle.
1. Construction party. The size Of . party given is the
most suitahle one, and this number should he used for training.
Proyjded that the mcn kno\\' the propcr sequence 01 work,
the drill is suitahle for larger or small.nr parties; there <Ire no
special jnl" f,)F special memhers.
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2. Direction 6f work. A fence is usually constructed
from left to right, facing the enemy. It may, however, be
necessary to work from right to left, and men must, therefor~,
be taught to work in either direction. In the detailed drills
which follow, it will be noted that the triple concertina fence
is described as beginning at the left hand end and the high
wire fence at the right hand end.
3. Casualties. The NCO will decide, in the event of heavy
casualties, what wires, if any, are to be omitted. Otherwise
men will automatically carryon the work despite casualties, in
order that the work should proceed in proper sequenee.
4. Preparation
(a) Tracing tapes should' be laid from the stores dump
to the site of work and then along the line of fence.

2. Triple concertina fence
1. The triple concertina fence consists of a pyramid of
three concertinas supported by two rows of long pickets,
with a strand of barbed wire a19ng the top of .each of the
hottom concertina.').
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(b) Stores should be tied together in man loads, and
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pickets bound up firmly so as not to rattle.
(c) \iVire fastenings of wire coils and picket bundles should
be removed and replaced with strings which can
easily be broken.
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(d) A piece of tape should he tied to the ends of the wire on

each coil.
(e) If angle-iron or forestry pickets are being used for night
wiring, a piece of white tape bound round the head of the'picket
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/

C/7emyJ'/qe
/

~

\I'ill make it much easier to drive.
5. Supervision. The cOlllman<ler of the party must:
(a) See that the tasks are carried out in the proper sequence.
(b) Prevent bunching or overcrowding.
(c) See that wires are strained and spaced correctly.
(d) Check that windlassed connections are bein,!:!: made
correctly and at the right points.

6. Precautions when working in close proximity to
the enemy.
(a) No noise.
(b) No working on enemy ;;ide of fence unless absolutely
necessary.
(c) Use screw pickets, if availahle.
(d) Men not working must lie down near start of work
until thev can continue their work.
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The fence is erected in three tasks:
. 1st task. One row of long pickets, one row of concertmas,
horizontal strand of barbed wire.
2nd task. Second row of concertinas as above.
3rd task. .Top concertina.
,
.
It is possible to leave the fence at eae:h task if time, shortage
of stores, or the tactica I situation necessitate, but an incom plete
fence presents a poor obstacle.

4. Drill for 100 yds of fence
1st tash. The commander paces along the tracing tape
followed by the partv in single ftle . Each man, ' other than
the command~r, carries a windlassing stick and four pickets .
except the last man, who carries two pickets.

2. Size of working party and time for erection. The
most suitable size of party is a commander and seven men.
With stores already dumped at the head of the t'lsk, suth a
part" should erect 100 yds of this fence on normal ground by
day in 30 minutes.
3. Stores required for 100 yds of fence
Store s
52 long screw pickets
18 concertinas
2 coils of barbed wire .. .
Tracing tape, wire cutters, and wind-'
lassing sticks

lVIan loads
13
18

2
2ND
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The whole party, including the commander, cany up one
load each. The commander and one man stay at the site
and trace the line of the fence while the rem ainder' of the
party malw five complete jou rneys less four man loads.
The stores m<',v be .laid oui. in any convenient ' manner
provided that each man knows and becomes familiar with the
layout, so that the stores can be found at night. The layont
shown in Fig 30 i~ recommended.
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The commander indicates at 5-pace intervals the positions
for the pickets. The leading man lays down his four pickets
in turn at the points indicated and screws in the fourth, third,
second, etc., in that order. Each man in turn acts similarly.
Having screwed ill all his pickets, each man returns along
the line of the fence to the dump, rectifying while doing so
any pickets insecurely fixed or omitted owing to casualties.
The first six men back at the dump then take one concertina
each, carry them to the third. seventh, eleventh, etc., pickets
respectively, lay them on the ground one pace on the enemy's
side of the picket, and undo the fastenings.
The whole party then assembles at the concertina nearest to
the head of the task. The commander and four men extend
it .by pulling it outwards in both directions. One man is
required at each end and the remainder should be spaced
between them to open the concC!rtina evenly.
The commander and four men then place themselves on
the home side of the concertina, lift it, step back, and drop
it on to the pickets.
The three men not employed in lifting the first ·concertina,
return to the dump and bring up .a coil of barbed wire. A" .
soon as the concertina is in position, they run out the wire,
fix it to the second eye from the top of each picket, and wind
lass it to the concertina midway between pickets.
The remaining five concertinas are extended, placed on the
pickets, and wired in the same way. The ends of adjacent
concertinas are fixed to the picket in the following manner : 
The bottom portion c}nl y of the end coil of the first con
certina is placed over the picket. Both the top and bottom
of the end coil of the second co,ncertina are then placed over
the picket and finally the top portion of the first concertina
is placed over the picket above all the others. (Fig 31.)
2nd la:;k. This will start before the three men fixing the
horizontal strand have finished, hence the commander and
four men only will be available at first. These four meIl return
io the dump where each man collects. four pickets. The
pickets are then laid out and screwed in on a line parallel to
that of the pickets of the 1st task and 3 ft from it on the home
side. The four men return to the dump, carry out the reman,··
ing ten pickets, and screw them in.
Each picket of task 2 must be placed opposite the centre of
the gap between pickets of task 1. The left hand picket of
task 2 must ov&lap 2i paces to the left of the left hand picket
of task 1.
Having screwed in the pickets, the four Illen carry six
concertinas up to the third, seventh, eleventh, etc. picket
re!lpectively, and remove the fastenings. The commander

and all four men then extend.the left hand concertina and drop
it on to the pickets exactly as in task 1. They repeat this
process with each of the remaining concertinas.
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32.-POSITION OF PICKETS

The three men who have been fixing the horizontal wire all
task 1, commence fixing a similar wire along the top of the
second row of concertinas through the 2nd eye from the top
of each picket.
This wire is windlassed to the concertinas
midway between pickets.
3rd task.
When the commander and four men have
finished placing the concertinas of .task 2, they return to the
dump, collect the remaining concertinas, extend them on the
home side of the fence, and lif"!! them over the home line of
pickets on to the top of the two lower concertinas. As soon
as it is placed in position each concertina is fixed to the top
eyes of the home line of pickets as follows : 
Two adjacent wires of the concertinas (or with pickets
where the ends of two concertinas meet, the outside wire
of each concertina) are grasped together in both hands,
whIch should be about 15 ins apart. These two wires are then
drawn upwards into the eye of the picket, care being taken that
t~e hand grasping the lower part of the wires is on the same
SIde of the picket as the double portion of the eye. The
/Ol£ 'er portion of the wir~ is then carried up and over the cut end
of the picket. Both wires will now be found to pass througb
t~e eye. In some instances it will be necessary to pull the two
WIres .over the picket to the nearside before they can he
pass~d up into the eye. . The remaining three men meanwhile
contmue running out and fastening the horizontal wire of
ta.:k 2. When they have fimished, they return and windlass
thIS horizontal wire to the top concertinas.
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Instead of securing the top concertinas to the home line of
pickets as above, another horizontal strand of barbed ",;ire may
be fixed to the top eyes of the home line pickets and windlassed
to the top concertinas. If this is done, an additional coil of
barbed wire is required.
If the tactical situation permits of men working on the.
enemy's side of the fence, any men available should now fix
the top concertinas to the top eyes of the row of pickets on the
enemy side of the fence, and windlass them to the task 1
horizontal wire. This arrangement will strengthen the fence .
5. Modifications if angle~iron, or forestry pickets are

used.
1st task. Each man, including the commander, takes two
pickets and lays them out at S-pace intervals as indicated
by the commander. Two men collect a sledge hammer or
maul and commence driving pickets. The other five make a
second journey with two pickets each, and return to the
dump. Two pairs collect two sledge hammers or mauls and
also drive pickets, while the remaining man begins to carry
out concertinas, When the pickets have been driven, the
commander and four men extend the concertinas and lift
them over the pickets, and two men run out the horizontal
barbed wire strand. This is fastened to the pickets just above
the height of the concertinas and is windlassed to the
concertinas midw<;ty between the pickets.
2nd and 3rd tasks. The commander lays out the first two
pickets of the home line and four men carry out the remainder
in three journeys. They then drive all the pickets, working
in pairs. Meanwhile the man who carried out the concertinas
for task I carries out the remainder of the concertinas, laying
them out in pairs behind the appropriate pickets . After
dri ving the pickets, the rour men will, if necessary, help to
carry concertinas.
The commander and four men assemble at the first pair of
concertinas, extend one ' of them, and place it over the first
five pickets of the 2nd task. They next extend the second
concertina of the pair and place it on top of the two con
certinas already in position, and then continue with the other
pairs.
Thc t'I'O men who flxed the front horizontal strand are joined
by the seventh man, and the three work together to fix the
rear horizontal strand. This is fastened to the pickets at
about the level of the top concertina. Before windlassing
to the standing part, the loop in the barbed wire is passed
round a strand of the concertina so as to secure it. The h:>ri
zontal strand is also windlassed to the top concertina mid
,-vay between the pickets.

If another coil of wire is available and if men may work on
the enemy side of the fence, another.horizontal wire may be
run along the enemy side pickets and fixed to .the top con
certina as just described.
Time for erection. With stores already dumped at the head
of t he task, a party of ' a commander arid seven men should
erect 100 yds of this fence on normal ground by day in I
hour.

3. Double apron

fellc~ '

1. Size of working party and time for erection.-The
most suitable party isa commander an4 10 men. .With stores
already dumped at the head of the task they should erect
100 yds of fence on normal ground by 'day inl hour.
As this fence will normally be constructed close to the
enemy, the drill using screw pickets is gi'Ven .

2. Stores for · 100 yds of fence
Pickets, screw, long
"
"short
Barbed wire (28-1.b) coils
Wire cutters, pairs
Windlassing sticks

No.
40
82

Man-loads
10

13

13

10

2
one per man
33

Total

All stores are carried tothe start of the task and laid out.
The stores may ' be laid out in any convenient method,
provided that they can be found in the dark and that ,the
working party knows how they are to be laid out. The
following is found to be a suitable method:- '
About 5 yds behind the trace of the task and in line with
the head of the task lay all the long pickets in bundl~s of four,
screw points towards the enemy. Next (farther away from
t he trace of the task) layout one pair of short pickets and the
remainder of the short pickets in bundles of four in two equal
groups. Next the barbed wire coils in any neat arrangement.

3. Drlll for 100 yds of fence
1st task-Long pickets
.
. The commander takes the two anchorage pickets of the
Isolated pair, places one at the start of the task and the other
at the end of the task when it is reached. He is followed by
the party in single file, each man carrying four long picket~.
The long pickets are laid out by men in succession, three paces
apart as indicated by the commander. Having laid out his
PIckets each man screws in his own, beginning with the last

,
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laid out. When all his. pickets are screwed in he returns to
the dump along the line of the long pickets and screws in any
left on the ground, either by mistake, or as a result of casualties.
If necessary, men will make further journeys with four long
pickets and carry out the above procedure until no long
pickets remain. The first man screws in the first anchorage
picket. The commander himself screws in the last anchorage
. picket. When all the long pickets have been taken the second
task will at once be started.

2nd task-Short pickets
Each man as he gets back to the dump takes four .short
pickets from the front dump and lays them half-way between
the long pickets and two long paces from the centre line of the
fence on the enemy's side of it. He then screws in his short
pickets, beginning with the last one. When all his pickets
are screwed in he returns to the dump along the line of the
short pickets and screws in any left on the ground. When the
front dump is emptied, the short pickets from the rear dump
are taken and fixed in a similar manner on the home side of
the fence.
3rd task-Wil'e
As the men return to the dump they combine and erect the
wire as follows ; 
First three men Front diagonal to top eye of picket and to
short.pickets.
Next pair
Bottom wire on front apron.
Centre

..
three men
pair
.. I

Top
"
,~
"
Bottom fence wire to bottom eye of picket.
Centre
next to bottom eye of
picket.
Top fence wire to top eye of picket.
Rear diagonal to top eye of picket and rear
short pickets.
Top wire on rear apron.
Centre wire on rear apron.
Bottom

4. Modifications for use of angle-iron or forestry
plckets.-The man-loads of stores will be increased to 46,
as the long pickets are 20 mom-loads and 5 sledge hammers or
mauls are 3 man-loads.
In tasks I and 2, men work in pairs; one carrying two long
or four short pickets and the other a maul or sledge hammer
according to the type of pickets.
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,. HIAh wire fence
1. This fence will not be con8tructed in the immediate
p roximity of the enem~, ~d a minimum of.wor~ on the ~nemy
side is therefore permiSSible. As shown tn Figs 34 and. 35,
it consists of two single apron. fences with four concertinas
between. It is erected in six tasks, namely ; 
1st task-front apron pickets.
•
2nd task-wiring front apron.
3rd task-triple concertina.
4th task-rear apron pickets.
5th task-top diagonal strand, top horizontal strand and
top concertina.
6th task-wiring rear apron.
2. SIZe. of work.ln~ party and time for erection
The most suitable party is 2 NCOs and 14 men. They
should erect. 100 yds of this fence on normal ground in
2 hours, assuming all stores have been laid out at the site.
3. Stores for 100 yds of fence : 
Pickets, long (angle-iron or forestry)
Pickets, short (angle-iron or forestry)
Coils, barbed wire, 28 lb
Concertinas, barbed
Staples

Man-loads

80
84
19

32
100

40
10
19

32
1

102
In addition, each member of the working party carries a
windlassing stick and the commander and asjlistant com
mander a pair of wire cutters each.
.
Each alternate member of the working party also requires
either a maul or a sledge hammer, depending on the type of
picket to be used. If alternate angle-iron and forestry pickets
are being used,.both hammers and mauls are needed.
TraCing tapes are laid on the line for the pickets of the
front apron.
All stores are carried up and laid out at the dump. . The
second-in-command and each member of the working party
make seven journeys; on their first journey the second-in
co~mand .and the first two men carry up the tools, wind
lassmg sficks, and mauls or hammers. The commander
carries a load on the first journey only, and thereafter directs
the dumping of stores.
The stores may be laid out in any convenient method,
provided that they can be found in the dark and that each
member of the party knows the method of layout. A suitable
layout is shown in Fig. 33.
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TYPICAL STORES LAYOUT FOR 100 YARDS OF
HIGHWIRE FENCE
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4. Drill for 100 yd. of fence

1st task-Front apron picklts. (Fig. 35.)
The commander takes two anchorage pickets and places one
at the start of the task and the other at the end of the task
when it is reached. He is followed by the party in single file.
For this task the party works in pairs; five pairs, under
the commander, constitute the party for long pickets and
two pairs, under the second-in-command, the . party for
short picketS.
.
One man in each of the seven pairs carries a maul or 'a
sledge h1.mmer, or both, depending on the pickets to be used.
The second member of each of the first five pairs carries two
long pickets. If alternate angle-iron and forestry pickets
are to be used, he carries one of each. The second member of
.each of the last two pairs carries four short pickets.
The c<;>mmander indicates the positions, at 3-pace
intervals, for the long pickets. Each man carrying the long
pickets lays down his two pickets where indicated and, with
the other member of his pair, commences driving his second
picket. On completion, each pair return to their first picket
and drive that.
Meanwhile, the two pairs carrying short pickets work
similarly, driving their fourth picket first and working back.
The positions of the pickets are indicated by the second"in
command, two paces in front of and centrally between the
long pickets. The first pair also drive the picket placed by
the commander 'at the head of the task.
As all pairs return to the dump after driving their pickets,
they drive a.ny pickets which have been forgotten or left by
casualties.
.
All seven pairs make further journeys with the same sized
pickets as before, until all pickets have been driven. The
pair which reaches the end of the task, driving short pickets,
.
drives the picket placed there by the commander.
When pairs return to the dump and .find that all the pickets
of their particular first task have been taken, they dump
mauls or hammers and immediately start the second task.

2nd task'-Front apron '
The first pair to start on the second task are joined by the
second-in-command and the three take one barbed wire coil
from the dump and erect the diagonal wire of the apron,
leaving itsJack. When this first coil is finished, one man returns
to the dump and brings a second coil to c(')mplete the diagonal.
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Subsequent pairs take one barbed wire coil and erect the
remaining wires in the front fence in the following order,
drawing them as taut as possible : 
Second pair to finish 1st task ••. bottom apron wire
Third ..
•.• middle
Fourth ..
... top
..
..
Fifth
... bottom fence wire
Sixth ..
... middle
Seventh
..
..
... top

.

..

3,d lask-Triple concertina
(a) On completion of the second task, the first eight men
(under the second-in-command), carry one concertina each to
the fence. The concertinas are laid immediately on the home
side of the line of long pickets, successively midway between
the
Third and fourth long pickets.
Eighth and ninth..
..
Thirteenth and fourteenth long pickets.
Eighteenth and nineteenth ..
and so on
The first five men available, after completing their 2nd
task or having carried up a concertina, move to the first con
certina, extend it to 371 ft (that is to say from the 1st to the
6th picket) and place it in position against the back of the
apron pickets. The sixth man available, as soon as the con
certina is in place, begins to windlass it to the bottom strand
of the apron fence, once between each pair of pickets. He
also windlasses together the ends of adjacent concertinas.
The next five men available extend and place the second
concertina.
Of the remaining three men, the first available begins to
windlass the second concertina as soon as it is placed. The
remaining two men return to the dump, collect 50 staples, and,
beginning at the head of the task, staple the concertinas to
the ground opposite each long picket.
The task then proceeds on the same plan, two parties of
five extending and placing concertinas, one man with each
party windlassing, and two men fixing the staples. During
this stage, the commander controls the allocation of the
members of the party and the extension and placing of
concertinas while the assistant commander controls the wind
lassing and placing of staples. .
(b) As the men complete the first line of concertinas they
proceed, in the same sequ~nce, to erect the second line,
except that the only windlassing needed is between the ends
of adjacent concertinas. Each man of the first eight to finish

carries np and places one concertina between the same
pickets as for the first line. The working party then divides
into two parties of five extending and placing concertinas,
each party assisted by two .men placing staples and wind
lassing together the ends of the concertinas. Staples are
placed midway between those on the first line of concertinas.
(c) When the second line is in place, the third line of con
certinas is carried up and laid down between the same pickets
as in (a) above, and, as soon as all eight are in place, extension
and erection begin. Again two parties, each of five men,
place the concertinas. The two men assisting each party, both
working on the home side of the fence, windlass the third
concertina to the lower two. One man of each pair windlasses,
once between each pair of pickets, the top concertina to the
lower one on the enemy side, and also windlasses together the
ends of the concertinas. The other works slightly behind him
to avoid impeding him, and windlasses the top concertina to
t he lower one on the home side.

4th task-Pickets of home side fence.
On completing the third task, each man returns to the
dump, and the party is formed into pairs organized as for the
1st task. The commander carries four short pickets. He
places one of them as an anchorage picket at the head of the
home side fence, 6 ft behind the line of the long pickets of
the enemy side fence, and midway between the end anchor
age picket and first long picket of that fence. He then places
his second short picket in line with tlie two end anchorage
pickets, and midway between them.
The remaining two he places similarly at the' finish of the
task.
Five pairs drive the long pickets and two the short. The
first pair of the latter, after driving their four pickets, drive
the two placed by the commander at the head of the fence.
The pair driving the last four pickets drive the last two
pickets left by the commander before beginning on their four.
The task continues until all the pickets are driven.
5th task-TOp diagonal strtJnd~Top ·horizontai st,and and
top concertina.
(a) The first two pairs to finish driving pickets return to the
dump, collect one coil of barbed wire and begin to erect the
diagonal strand. One of the four men works on the enemy
side.
The diagonal strand starts at the short picket at the head of
the home side fence, goes to the top of the first long picket
of the enemy side fence, and then backwards and forwards
between the two rows of long pickets. Of the three men
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working on the home side, one carries the coil, the second
makes fast to the home side pickets, and the third passes
the wire in a loop about 2 yds 10ng to the man on the
enemy side. The latter takes the strain on the standing
end of ·the wire and then makes fast to the appropriate picket
on his side.
To do so, he lays the loop ooer the top fence wire beyond
the picket, away from the head of the task, and then takes
it round the picket, under the apron wires, and under the top
fence on the side towards the head of the task (Fig. 35). He
then windlasses the loop to both the standing and running ends
of the diagonal strand.
The second man on the home side takes the strain on the
standing end, and makes fast by the standard method for
fixing apron diagonals to angle-iron pickets. When the first
coil is exhausted, the man who carried it returns to the dump
and collects another.

The remaining pair return to the dump and begin the
6t h task.
6th tash--Rear apron.
The pair not engaged on placing the top concertinas, begin
to construct the bottom wire of the rear fence. They are
accompanied by the second-in-command who windlasses
t he wire to the bottoIp concertina on the home side once
between ea~h pair of pickets.
Again, all wiring must be as taut as possible.
Subsequent pairS, as they complete the 5th task, return to
t he dump and commence wiring the fence in the following
order : 
1st pair-middle fence wire.
. 2nd pair-top fence wire.
The top fence wire is attached immediately below the top
diagonal fastening. The windlassing bight is passed over and
round one leg of the diagonal wire before being windlassed to
t he standing ~nd.
The next three men available erect the apron diagonal wire,
fastening it in the standard way above all the other fastenings
on each picket.
The next two erect the top apron wire.
The next two erect the middle apron .wire.
The remaining man waits until another man becomes
available and the two then complete the fence by erecting the
bottom apron wire.

(b) The next two pairs to complete the 4th task return to
the dump, collect one coil of barbed wire and begin placing
the top longitudinal strand. Two men carry the coil, one
windlasses the strand to the centre of the diagonal strand
at alternate points of intersection, while the fourth strains
the wire. The strand is first attached to the centre and
anchorage picket and windlassing begins at the first point of
intersection. The strand is finally attached to the centre
short picket at the end of the task.
(c) The remaining six men on completion of their 4th task,
return to the dump and carry up the remaining eight concer
tinas, placing them behind the line of the re~ long pickets and
between the same pickets as for all previous concertinas.
The first two men make two journeys.
All six then extend the first concertina to 37i ft, lift them
over the home side pickets andlay them oli top of the longi
tudinal shand. They then stand, one man opposite each of the
six covered by the concertina. Nos. I, 3, and 5 of thesesix hold
the concertina in position, while Nos. 2,4, and 6 windlass it to
the longitudinal strand and the diagonal strand. This is
carried out in one windlass embracing all three strands of
barbed wire and is done on the opposite leg of the diagonal
wire to that already windlassed to the longitudina~ strand.
When Nos. 2, 4, and "6 have completed windlassing, they
hold the concertina while Nos. I, 3, and 5 do the same on the
strands immediately in front of them.
As the original first four pairs become available, three of the
pairs commence extending, lifting, and windlassing the
remaining concertinas and the two parties of six continue until
the task is completed.

APPENDIX V
I N STRUCTIONS FOR CLOSING AND FASTENING
BARBED WIRE CONCERTINAS AFTER USE ON
TRAINING
1. Barbed wire concertinas used for training lose thelr
shape quickly, and become difficult to handle,' particularly
in darkness, unless care is taken in closing and fastening the
concertinas after use.
The following instructions should always be followed before
a concertina is returned to store.
2. The concertina is first stretched out on the ground and
any kinks in the wire removed S0 far as is possible. Loose
clips should be refixed, or replaced by ~inding with plain wire.
3. In order that the concertina may be supported in a
convenient manner for handling. a "horse" should be
constructed of two X-shaped supports with a horizontal
member resting on their crutches.
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Long-angle-iron pickets are suitable for both uprights and
cross-piece.
The cross pickets should be bound with a few turns of
wire to secure them.

These fastenings are designed for rapid release (see para 10).
and should on no account be cut with wire cutters.
Any intermediate- bindings of wire should be removed and
replaced by spunyarn or tape which· can easily be removed in
the field.
6. Each fastening consists of two loops of wire, one fastened
to the end of the concertina at the carrying handle and the
second fastened in a corresponding position at the other end
of the concertina.
These loops are wound around the closed turns of the con
certina in opposite directions and are then interlocked to secure
them (see detail in para 11).
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5. If a new concertina is examined, it will be seen to have
two wire carrying handles. These are fixed opposite to one
another on the outside turn of wire at one end of the
concertina.
At each carrying handle is a special wire fastening made of
thinner wire than the carrying handle.

~
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7. When the concertina is closed after use, the corre
sponding fastening wire loops for fixitlg the concertina should
be level, or nearly level, with the carrying handles.
If it is not possible by twisting the concertina to bring the
loops level with the handles, the loops at the end farther
from the handles must be taken off and refixes:! so that the:¥
are level.
.
The carrying handles themselves should be repaired if
necessary.
8. To consolidate the turns in the concertina and fasten the
wire loops around them, a bar or other suitable implement is
used. Such a bar should be about 2 ft long with one end
turned at right angles to form a hook of about 3 ins.
9. The fastening on the other side is made in the same
manner, starting by passing the bar through the carrying
handle and the loop on that side. The direction of rotation
of the bar will be opposite to that shown in each figure.
10. The fastening is released by straightening the end of
loop B and disengaging loop A from it.
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11. The method of making the fastening is as follows :
APPENDICES

I. Pass the hooked
end . of the bar
through both loop
B and the carrying
handle and pick up
loop A on the hook.

2. With a clockwise
motion pull loop A
around the turns
and through the
carrying handle and
loop B . ·

3. Continue to use
the bar as a lever
in a clockwise di
rection uutil it is
possible to slip
loop B over the
straight end of bar.

I. Details and calculations of men, -time, and tools
required
II. Revetment of tank ditche!! ...
ITI. General notes on pickets and wire fastenings
IV. Drill for standard barbed wire obstacles
I . General notes
2. Triple concertina fence
3. Double apron fence
4. High wire fence ...
V. Closing a~d fastening concertinas
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47
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4. Reverse the direction of rotation 01 the
bar and pull loop B around the concer
tina in a counter clockwise direction until
it is possible to slip loop A off the end
of the bar over loop B.
FIG

39.

5. Pull loop B
through loop A and
using the bar as a
lever in a clockwise
direction draw loop
B back upon itself.
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l~:=TRL\ TRt,nUNG SPil.,C}J AVAILl:..BL}}; ·-PO:::;' MOlillAY 15 J"j~N 45

Dl)TIUIaII:"':'" ••••••

5th; 6t h;
GreD cLde RalJ:?; e •••••••••••••••••••••• • lst; 2nd;
DayltDght pro ject ion Hut •••••••••••• "3rd; 5th;
Armouries ••••••• ~ •••••••••••••• ~ •••• lst; 2nd;
Ob2tacle course ••••••••••••••••••••• let; 2nd;
Bayo net Acsault Cour8e •• .•• ·••••••• ~ •• 3rd; 4th;
'" ;SOo Ran~~e •••••••••••••• ~ ...... ,; • •-•••• .l~·vailable
0

•••• •

." • • • ' • • • • - : - : • •

7th and 8th per iods
7th; 8th and 9th lJeriods
8th and 9th peI'iods
3rd and 4th peri ods
3rd and 4th periods
5th and 6th periods
for all period s.

No 5 pI and 3 PI will report to the M.- I. R"::': at,

TNFOCULLTI OIT PJU1ADES

-:CoUcJhrs', lrJan 45.

No,ls 1,2 aDd 4 PI will rel)Ort to the -M.l.R.at'
:lOOO [u"'s,. 13 J-ClD 45.
They are instrudted to bring their pay book s
them.
Six men will be detailed from 774 PI for Town
45. Sgt. Crichton i/c.
Six men will be detailed from #3 PI ~or town
:p i cQ.uet , Saturday, 13 Jan 4 5. Sgt. Laurin i/ c.
Six meD will be detailed from til pI for To vi'J.1
'
t 1'/ c.
P ic 'luet, Monday 15 Jan 45. Sgt. rJ,rrlgn
•
T OrIN PI CQ'[JeT
Fl"'idClY, 12

·L7J~c· c~uet,.

J8.11

1

G.F.

M[l\~ood, Major
O. C.
iI':~lI COMP1.. NY,
No.26 C.I.(B) T.C.
Orillia,
Ontario.
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I.IITSSON III
~.
'f 0 Or-DRILL

--

'

.

ThiS' drill will "be found in MTP 30 Sec. 5 Para 3. It io

essel1tial that this drill be taught ill a uniform munner.

LplSSON IV TO I.)~
DIGGING AND CAlroUFLAGE

1\j'ter the H.tf.C5. has choeen the site Qf' the tank, . de:pend:, ;~g
on the size <hf his troop, he U'E'sures hims e lf that enough work haE:'
been plamied to OCCU:9Y half of his vlOrking pn.l.-.ty. :Ie will al'vvay,::'
see that no one is allowed to wOI'l;: for too long a :period of tir,)8
as t his has a tendency to make the recruit looso j.nto l 'us"ti, eV811 'U-,.';;
party that i s not working.
..
_ A good method is to rna}ce the digging a competitive 0.1'1'0.11'
betwoen 'b,i1O tl"OOPS changing l"elays at approxim8.tely overy 25 ~hOV8:U;iri
i

SIZE OF WORKINGS

,

""Al=tfioug n t he size of ce rtain works are laid dovm, onc mu::!t
tah:e into consideration t he type of gX'01.md .1:10 nas to deal
with and enlo.rJ!3e on tho dim c;IlE: io ns to allow for rove"timcmt.
alway~

HEVDTME! 1'T •

.

-iii

'

~oft

loam or sandy.country revetmont iG 0. very nCCCG2ary
itom if wo want our work to withstand against cave ins caus e d "by
erosion or pressure,
Revetment may "be made in many different ways.
(a)Drivo in stout picket;: tha t have bocn Vdl"od to pegs about
six feet in front of tho trench. ~rhe latter arc buried
l.U1der t he parapet. Thun 1'ill in behind the piokots\lith
small twigs leaving on the leaves.
.
.
(b)US111g stouter tvdgs than in the 8.Dove, we D.ve a sort of a
mat and after this 10 cOt1plcted, drive tho sharponod end
into pos i tion.
(c)It 1.S sometimes Eufficient to apply revetment only on tho
enomy side of' the trench but again ent~rs the typo of land
you havo to d eal with.
-..._
TIME,
~"' ''!t 1Jrf~"iDflf1 o r c
QlI1~cl':POJ'}._ i:;;-l
_ d_~""" l'"
...,r--= _ :eo _

-

8"

a

~ ~~-~- -~- "..,..~. ~ " '"':'"
v, ....... c \;Ol" K, so alv/ays make sure
in: comple'bcd ,b eforo another is I3ta rtod.
The firet throe periods eilould allow ample time to complete
the digging. Thon tho last three can bo used for camouflago,
CAMOUFLf.GE
AIthough tho' enemy may discovor in a vor'Y ShOl~'b time a ftol'
yoti open fire, tho position of your defence you still have to
cOllterid with aircrCtft and you must use the type of camouflage moet
~ui ted fa I' this purposo in preference to concco.lmont from grou:nd
for CDS,
lvU'I. TIl( IAL
,
., o'f course for tho digging the needed tools Ehould be
o.vaililble :from the sqdn. stol"oe. For camouflage -besides who.t is
provided by l1C1.turo, nets, gD.rn"iEhing and not frames should bo
av~il[;\ble at woapon training stores.
If thiE' is im11ossi'blo, then
improvising'ii!lll bc the order. The bast knmvn impr'ovisod ilOttil1g
i~ sEl.oldng, garnish may 1)0 substituted by pD.int Q,j."ld torn strips of
the EnffiC material.
-_ . -

•.

J- " ' ".

ono ~ task

COOTWL

.

.

• Always have control of your ol8.s s ond you will novel' havo
any failures .:n your Trro a.E. T. becauEe this kind of' ~vork .is
natural to most of tho rocruits and if you cnn koop thorn interest
ed, YOll. will obtain bet 'bar res'Ll.l ts~
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BSTABLISEtIENT '
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ON A?.J.'ACm.IENT

Cap-i .··-ifobort,--A.

ROSS

Li Gut. Franc is YI. ROBSON
Are attached to A.5 C.E.T.C.,
Petewavm., ontario, for . all ]?u.rpose'S
except Pay, while attending Courso.
t11IinoB - 1Iinefields, & Boob:' Traps"
from No. 26 C.A.C.(B)11 .C.,; Oriliia
Ontario.
Effective date ••••• ·•••..•12 Feb 44.
(Auth: GSO MD2 T.36-14-46 (G6)
dated 1 ]'eb 44) .
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AP:,?OIW~i~J~~fl'

B.149·~rG5"~fe. YOUNG, Cecil J.

ON

AT~CACa/ENT

B·;TOIo1f.L-Pf; e .

To be Acting Corporal with Bay
on organization of establishment.
Effective date ••••••••••• l Feb 44~
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4&£

~J.~.L5 9-U-5-:I?t.-e--:--{"A~e-1B-:;;':P 'fKP SOl1"";'-tfarn:e
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STRENr!J:H DECREASE

4.

'j:f.T1411~ -pl8~--CA/cpl)

. '

,

•

n.[\.JCJ
-",' ,Tti'n
0ION
VJ.... iu..l

to A., C.E.T.C.
PeteWa'lJla, Ontario, for all purposes
except Pay, while attending Course
;i~ I ines, ninefield~
& Booby Traps';
from No~ 26 C.,A.C.!B)T.C., Oril1ia
Ontario.
Ef::~ective date •• , ..•...•.. 12 Peb 44.
(Auth: GSO ~,I D2 T.36-l4-46 (G6)
dated 1 1!'eb 4 4 ) '
,

YlESlMAN, WilliuEl B.
,

,

s- 14 •

r~re - attaone"Q.

.

Is s'~;rucl;: off strcI]f,th No. 26
. (B)T .C., Orilliu, Ontar:'. ol on
to No.2 Dis ,trict Depot, for
purpDse of discharge.
Efi'ective date .......... 11 Feb
(Auth: DALG T.20-W-,4l8 (A4)
dated 8 :B'e b 44 )

C .A.C •
transfer
the
.
t,·4.

.

(a) B:'I1-4111t·Pl~0. (A/Cpl) ImSTr,:AN, Vlillian B.

Reverts to the rank of Private at
~~l.,O per' diem, for the purpose of
discharge. Effective dato ••• ll Feb 44.
(b) B",,6991 Pte. (A/Sgt) Fl~RGUSON, VIilliam I.

Reverts to the rank of Trooper at
hos own request, ' at :jFl.,O per diem,
for the purpose of transfer.
Effective date •••••••••••••• 14 Feb 44.

~.

D.O.

36 dated 11 Feb 44.
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WIRING

'

"'l.. TriDle Concertina Fence consists of:
(a

L"ee

concer 1nas 111 the form of a pyramid.

(b· Long s:crew pickets at 5 paces (4t) intervals through the

bottom two concertinas.
(c) A 10ngtitudinal strand of ordinary barbed vvire along the to ·;.;
of each bottom concertina fixeO to the second eye of each
pic\:et and windlassed to these at intervals.
(d) To"g co:{}certina to be fixed to the tOlJ eye of the 1l1cket on " ~-"
horne side of the fence.
2. SequenCe of Instruction: men must first learn,
a
e -9roper way to'"Tcrev.r in the pickets.
b How to fasten the wire to the pickets.
c The sequence of operations in making the fence.
3. Size of Wor~;:j}]Lparty
1 men, I N-,cllo:-I'Or' 50' of concertina in 15 minutes.
4. Use of Screw Pickets
MTP.21 Sec. 3 Para.1
5. puttin~in Screw Pickets
--m:P. 1: Sec. 3-Para.g ,
fi. Fixing Wires to the Pickets
• MTP. 21 Se'c. 3 Parars----'
7:. procedure of constructing 50 t of triple concertina fence with
screw pickets.
MTP.2I Sec.
Para.1 Pages 6 to 11
8. Procedure of constructing 50' of triple cO:i.1certina fence with
• "angle Iron picl;:ets.
MTP.2lA. Sec. 2 Pages 3 to 5.
9'. procedure of erecting 50·t of triple conc~rtimi fence withou"v
lJICkets'.
MTP.
Sec• . 3 Pages 6 &. 7:.
:LO. procedure for adding 8J."1gle iron 1.Jic2~ets to above.
iiffi5.2lA Sec. 4 Pages 7 & 8.
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I :m,;t ru-:ctTo.l.!a.:f'o·

in training.
Pages 4 to 7.
12. Road Bloc~~s
. trf~. 21 ~ec. 6 Page 11
13. Construction Drill for the high wire fence.
14. Sequence of Instruction
e. SJ.ze 01 wor.. J.ng I;al-."'tY.
b Drill for 100' of fence.
c Replacement of caEualtieE.
d . Control.
e Time E.•
. 15'. De s<ilI'i)2tion end t:la~~
Reference on high wire fen ce,
MTP.21C. Pages 1 to 12.
MTP.21B.
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